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Abstract

Assembling content for a broad-based, first-year engineering course poses unique challenges. In order to be successful, first-year instructors must typically tailor material to accommodate the background and interests of their students, as well as to prepare students for the specific majors available in their institution. While a traditional textbook can provide both a framework and validated content for a first-year engineering course, it is also highly unlikely that any single, conventionally published book could fully meet the needs of instructors across a broad range of schools. To address this problem, this paper describes an open, online wiki-based community where instructors of first-year engineering courses can share materials. The system was developed through collaboration between a textbook author, a traditional publishing house, and a wiki specialist. The paper describes the organization and usage of the system, as well as addresses the publisher’s perspective on this new technology in light of their changing business model.

Introduction

Fundamentally, a first-year engineering program must accomplish two things. First, it must attract students who may not be familiar with engineering to consider it as an academic and career path. Second, it must prepare students for success in the second year and beyond. Meeting these goals, however, raises some critical challenges. For example, the way that students and instructors use educational materials is changing rapidly, while at the same time, the path to success and the metrics for measuring that success are evolving. This means instructors are forced to reevaluate how they design and implement the first year course, which is no small task given the scattered resources currently available from which to draw.

While the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) does specify standards for program outcomes, there is no standard “canon” of topics for an introductory engineering course—certainly not at the level of agreement as one might find in calculus, chemistry, or physics. This is especially true for introductory engineering courses that must address students destined for multiple specialties within engineering. Second, in order for an introductory engineering course to be stimulating to students, it must draw on real-world examples that are relevant to their daily lives. In addressing an ABET outcome such as, “an ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to analyze and interpret data,” students in the Los Angeles area may find examples from, say, design for earthquake mitigation to be more interesting, while students in southern Michigan may respond more strongly to examples from the auto industry. Thus, even if courses deployed across multiple campuses share common high level goals, it is desirable for instructors to customize materials to address local, community-based issues and needs. Further, the instructors themselves can better connect with their students if they have the opportunity to draw from examples relevant to the own experience.
Because of the need for local customization, instructors often have to develop considerable materials unique to their particular course, even if they use a supporting textbook. We have developed a comprehensive online community, IntroEngineering.org, for instructors of introductory engineering courses to share course materials. The site is implemented as a structured wiki, which gives users an unprecedented ability to search through existing resources or to contribute new resources, indexed according to a variety of criteria, including learning objectives, tags, and resource type. In this way, instructors can easily find resources that match the particular requirements of their course, as well as make it easy to contribute materials that can be readily located by other instructors. Instructional resources include homework problems and solutions, lecture slides, videos, project descriptions, and discussion and help topics. The site has been initially seeded with materials to accompany a commercially-published textbook, but both the publisher and the author have agreed to make the site available to any confirmed instructor of an introductory engineering course, independent of whether or not they adopt the textbook for use at their school.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we give a brief introduction to the underlying wiki technology. We then describe the IntroEngineering.org wiki itself, in terms of its structure and the features that it provides users. Next, we give the publisher’s perspective and their motivations for building an open online community. Finally, we conclude with open questions and some possible future directions.

Wiki Technology

Over the past few years, the term “wiki” has gone from being known only by a small community of programmers to being widely known by the general public, largely as a result of the phenomenal success of Wikipedia, which bills itself as “the free encyclopedia that anyone can edit.” While Wikipedia has provided a compelling example of the power of harnessing mass collaboration, it is not entirely representative of the wikis in general. For this reason, we should clarify for the purposes of this paper exactly what we mean by this term, as well as a related subclass of wiki software known as "structured wikis".

In simplest terms, a wiki is a type of server software that allows users to freely create and edit Web pages using any Web browser. The word wiki comes from the Hawaiian word for “quick” and is commonly used to refer both to this class of server software as well as websites that run such software. While Wikipedia is the largest single wiki site, the majority of wikis are created to support small, specialized communities-of-interest or work-teams and many, if not most, are not publicly viewable at all. The majority of wikis are to be found on private intranets since wikis have become very popular for internal communication and collaboration in large corporations, government agencies, and in academia. There are also many types of wiki software designed for different purposes. While there are other kinds of server software that allow users to add or edit content (notably “content management systems” or CMS's), wikis are distinct for emphasizing a more flexible approach to collaboration.

The completely “structureless” approach of early wikis became seen by some as limiting their potential and this led to a new generation of wiki software that has become known as “structured wikis.” These packages combine the flexible, free-form editing of the first generation of wikis—
which is often referred to as the “whiteboard” feature—with the ability to define formal database structures. The database features enabled designers to create more powerful and user-friendly searches and workflows, leading users through a series of action steps. This combination of the flexibility of wikis with the power of formal databases has greatly extended the potential of wikis as general-purpose knowledge-management platforms. Whereas the first generation of wikis enabled users to collaborate in creation of *content*, the second generation of structured wikis has enabled users to collaborate in creation of powerful *knowledge applications*.

The IntroEngineering.org wiki has been implemented on the TWiki\textsuperscript{2} structured wiki platform, used for intranet applications by organizations including the University of Minnesota, Yahoo!, SAP, Motorola, and Disney. (It is currently being migrated to the Foswiki\textsuperscript{3} fork of the TWiki project). A particularly powerful feature of TWiki and Foswiki is its ability to manage read and write access to the site as a whole, to webs within the site, or to individual pages by assigning users to *groups* with specified permissions.

**The IntroEngineering.org Wiki**

Because IntroEngineering.org has been implemented on a structured wiki platform, it gives users an unprecedented ability to search existing resources or to contribute new resources. In this section, we describe the different kinds of resources supported by the wiki, and illustrate how users access them during a session. Figure 1 illustrates the types of objects defined for the IntroEngineering.org wiki and the relationships between them. Central to the organization of both the textbook and the wiki is the concept of a *Learning Objective*. In the context of the *Book*, a learning objective is a specific competency that a student should demonstrate upon completion of a *Chapter*. For example, in Chapter 1 of the book, “Engineering and Society,” one of the learning objectives is that students should be able “to articulate a view of our environment as containing both naturally occurring and human-made or artificial things and to discuss the role of engineers in developing and producing these artificial things to meet human needs and desires,” while a learning objective for Chapter 5, “Data Analysis and Empirical Models,” is that students should be able “to use basic mathematical and graphical techniques to determine how well experimental data fits a theory.” Each instance of an educational resource posted on the wiki is linked to one or more learning objectives. Types of resources include threaded *Discussions*, *Lecture* slides and notes, homework *Problems* and *Solutions*, *Project* descriptions, and *MATLAB* computer models.
Given the organization of material as presented in Figure 1, instructors can search the wiki to find materials that support their desired learning objectives. Figure 2 illustrates the Instructor web homepage, which provides links to each of the main categories of resources. Access to this web is limited to instructors who have been validated by the site administrators.

Figure 3 illustrates the main *Learning Objectives* page, which retrieves and displays learning objectives in the system, searchable by chapter. Clicking on a learning objective, in turn, displays a page for searching for resources targeted towards that objective. Figure 4 shows the *Problem* resources associated with the *Learning Objective* “Engineering Disciplines” from Chapter 1.

Figure 5 illustrates a sample *Problem* page, which contains the problem itself, as well as all *Solutions* that have been submitted for that problem. In this example we see both a scanned, handwritten analytic solution, as well as a solution that uses MATLAB. In general, our wiki platform supports pages written either in a simple markup language or in HTML. Further, a WYSIWYG editor and translators from common formats, including Microsoft Office, simplify the process for users to contribute materials.
Figure 2: Instructor web homepage.

Welcome to the Instructor web

In this web, instructors can share and discuss ideas and materials for teaching an introductory engineering course.

Create and Share

- **My Assignments** - Create, save, and print custom assignments and solution sets.
  - *How to create an assignment*

- **Homework Problems** - A searchable database of homework problems and solutions.
  - *Add a problem solution, get a free iTunes download! Details*
  - *How to add a solution to an existing problem*
  - *How to add new problems that others can use*

- **Supplemental Materials** - Course materials and media, including lecture slides, videos, and references.

- **Projects** - Supporting materials for course projects.

- **Discussion Topics** - Start or join a discussion.

- **Tag Cloud** - Search for topics using the "Tag Cloud".
  - *What is a Tag Cloud and how to use it*

- **Additional Resources**
  - **Learning Objectives** - Learning objectives for each chapter in the book.
  - **Corrections** - Corrections of errors in the book.
  - **Help Topics** - Help on using the IntroEngineering wiki.

Browse Content by Book Chapter

- **Chapter 01: Engineering and Society**
- **Chapter 02: Organization and Representation of Engineering Systems**
- **Chapter 03: Learning and Problem Solving**
- **Chapter 04: Laws of Nature and Theoretical Models**
- **Chapter 05: Data Analysis and Empirical Models**
- **Chapter 06: Modeling Interrelationships in Systems: Lightweight Structures**
- **Chapter 07: Modeling Interrelationships in Systems: Digital Electronic Circuits**
- **Chapter 08: Modeling Change in Systems**
- **Chapter 09: Getting Started with MATLAB**
Figure 3: Learning objectives page.

Figure 4: Problem resources associated with the Chapter 1 learning objective "Engineering Disciplines".
An Elastic Collision:
A 1500 kg body moving at 40 km/hr runs into a stationary 1800 kg body. Assuming the collision to be elastic, find the velocities of the two bodies after the collision:

1. solve the problem using the principle of relative velocity and the conservation of momentum.
2. solve the problem using conservation of momentum and conservation of kinetic energy, but without using the principle of relative velocity.

Current Solutions to this Problem

Solution #1: Jay's Handwritten Solution
Posted by JayBrockman on 07 May 2006

Given: \( m_1 = 1500 \) kg, \( v_{i1} = 40 \) km/hr
\[ v_{i2} = 1800 \] kg, \( v_{i2} = 0 \)

Find: \( v_{f1}, v_{f2} \) by:

1. relative velocity + Conservation by momentum.

\[ v_{f1} = -3.6 \text{ km/hr} \] \( \text{SAME AS ABOVE} \)

Solution #2: Solving Equations Symbolically with MATLAB
Posted by JayBrockman on 07 May 2006

Total solutions found: 2

Post New Solution to this Problem

Enter short summary of solution:

Full solution details are entered after topic is created.

Post Solution for this Problem
Unlike a static web page, where the author is responsible for creating and updating links as new pages are added to the system, the IntroEngineering wiki creates pages dynamically, with the underlying TWiki/Foswiki infrastructure retrieving references to pages that match the specified criteria. This is a critical feature of the IntroEngineering wiki: it means that contributors from a large community can freely add information that can easily be retrieved by others, without the need of a librarian to continually categorize and classify documents. In order to make a document retrievable in this manner, users must annotate their contributions with information about the document called *metadata*. To add metadata to a page, users click on a tab in the editor that brings up a form, shown in Figure 6. This lets the users link their new contribution to one or more *Chapters* and associated *Learning Objectives*, as well as to select *tags*. A tag is a simple piece of text that helps further identify a document, independent of the hierarchical classification system of *Chapters* and *Learning Objectives*. The IntroEngineering wiki uses a *tag cloud* as a means for displaying available tags to the user. A tag cloud is simply an alphabetical listing of tags, where the font size of an entry in the list reflects how often that tag is used, so that the most commonly used tags stand out. If a user wishes to apply a tag that is not already in the cloud, he or she may simply type it into the tags text box, and the tag will automatically be added to the cloud.

![Figure 6: Form for assigning metadata to a resource.](image-url)
One of the more powerful features of the IntroEngineering wiki is a facility for building homework assignments. Figure 7 shows a query form where the instructor searches for Problems applicable to “Chapter 4,” with the Learning Objective “Fundamental Physics Theories,” and the tags “energy” and “conservation.” Figure 8 shows problems located by the search, which may be added to an assignment and saved. Assignments are aggregated under a “My Assignments” page, and users may view assignments created by other users at other institutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter(s):</th>
<th>Chapter01</th>
<th>Chapter02</th>
<th>Chapter03</th>
<th>Chapter04</th>
<th>Chapter05</th>
<th>Chapter06</th>
<th>Chapter07</th>
<th>Chapter08</th>
<th>Chapter09</th>
<th>Chapter10</th>
<th>Chapter11</th>
<th>Chapter12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Objective(s):</td>
<td>Fundamental Physics Theories</td>
<td>Piston Engine</td>
<td>Theory Versus Experimentation</td>
<td>Use Theoretical Models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tags:</td>
<td>conservation, energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Assignment builder query form.
The Publisher’s Perspective

Traditional textbook-centric model
Publishers recognize that the way students and instructors use educational content is changing. The traditional model involves an instructor selecting the best textbook that he or she deems available for the course. Readings for the course and homework assignments are drawn from the textbook and learning objectives for the course are supported by the content found in the book. Also in this model, the publisher provides a package of instructor resources to assist with lecture preparation and homework grading. Students purchase the book at the beginning of the term and reference it throughout the quarter or semester. This has been the model for many years.

In recent years, publishers have begun offering instructors with options to customize a particular book or combine chapters of multiple books to create a resource that better matches their particular course. The ability to customize a required textbook is especially valuable for someone teaching an introduction to engineering course. As mentioned earlier, there is no standard canon for this course that defines how it is taught at various schools. Each course can include a broad array of topics, learning objectives and assessment models. Furthermore, the
audience for this course can vary widely from undeclared majors, engineering majors and engineering majors in specific fields, such as mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, and so on.

Despite the added flexibility of a customizable book, the resource is still based on a traditional form of publishing. This model has many positives for instructors and students, but it also has many limiting factors as well. For example, the creation of these products is extremely time and cost intensive. A first edition textbook can take between 2-10 years to publish and reach a classroom. After this, the textbook may be updated with revisions every 2 to 5 years, depending on the market. Printing, shipping and warehousing costs are other factors that inhibit flexibility.

Why is the wiki format compelling to a traditional publisher?
Increasingly instructors are seeking a more flexible resource for their introduction to engineering courses, one that provides more value to their course than a traditional textbook and better prepares them to deliver a successful course. For example, the incorporation of hands-on projects is a key feature of many introductory engineering courses. These projects, however, are very difficult to develop, implement, and assess. Projects, and other types of interactive learning, don’t necessarily lend themselves to traditional textbook presentations. Publishers can help facilitate the creation and development of projects and learning modules for courses.

The value of sharing locally developed course and curricular materials has been widely recognized, and there are today a number of important web-based initiatives designed to facilitate this. Engineering Pathway provides links to thousands of educational resources for engineering and related fields for K-12 as well as higher education. Curriki is an online community for share free and open source materials among K-12 educators. MERLOT provides access to a large collection of peer-reviewed online teaching and learning materials across a broad range of subjects for higher education. Publishers excel at providing top quality, professionally vetted content to the market, and are expert aggregators. In a time where information access and creation is changing radically from traditional models, we embrace innovative platforms like the IntroEngineering.org structured wiki.

In addition to the changing needs of instructors, and perhaps driving some of those changes, are the new types of students taking engineering courses. Students have different expectations of educational content than they did 20 or even 5 years ago. Mastering learning objectives will always be a goal, but publishers recognize the need to provide different avenues for students to reach mastery, whether it’s through the use of more multimedia resources, realistic examples, or new assessment techniques. Instructors share a desire to teach the course in the most effective way possible while addressing the new learning styles of students, which often means taking advantage of new technologies.

Collaboration has always been central to the creation of successful books. Authors collaborate with their colleagues in the manuscript creation stage. Editors collaborate with authors throughout the process, and the collaborative feedback received through various iterations of peer review shapes and defines the finished product. The wiki environment allows for more expansive collaboration. The collaborative process is more fluid and just-in-time, and thoughts don’t end when a book comes off the press. In a wiki environment, connections can be more...
easily made to related content and resources to complement what might have once been the core book content.

From our perspective, a structured wiki could allow us to provide more access to our entire catalogue of content. This helps us fulfill one of the core promises that we make to our authors which is to enable them to impact and influence education in the biggest way possible. The business model is clearly different than the traditional textbook centric model and the precise articulation of sustainable business models for this new environment are the topics of much thought and debate at the leading educational publishers.

**What’s next?**

We believe that IntroEngineering.org represents a compelling opportunity to experiment with new models of providing educational content to instructors and students. We foresee a time when the site becomes the gateway to the course for instructor preparation and student learning. It is also conceivable that the IntroEngineering.org model could be readily adapted to meet the needs of other courses and disciplines.

The opportunity to provide varied forms of content at different points during a course will help publishers bring more value to the educational experience. Distribution of our content through the wiki will help us track how our content is used and allow us to update and improve material as needed. This new model will also change how resources are acquired and reviewed. The traditional framework of book editions and chapters may go away, but a premium will still be placed on high quality, vetted content that best enables instructors to teach a successful course and students to master the topics.
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